Innovative bioenergy projects show a growing diversity in biomass pathways, transformation technologies and end-products, leading to complex new processes. Existing energy-based indicators are not designed to include multiple impacts and are too constrained to assess the sustainability of these processes. Alternatively, indicators based on exergy, a measure of "qualitative energy", could allow a more holistic view. Exergy is increasingly applied in analyses of both technical and biological processes. But sustainability assessments including exergy calculations, are not very common and are not generally applicable to all types of impact. Hence it is important to frame the use of exergy for inclusion in a sustainability assessment. This paper reviews the potentials and the limitations of exergy calculations, and presents solutions for coherent aggregation with other metrics. The resulting approach is illustrated in a case study. Within the context of sustainability assessment of bioenergy, exergy is a suitable metric for the impacts that require an ecocentric interpretation, and it allows aggregation on a physical basis. The use of exergy is limited to a measurement of material and energy exchanges with the sun, biosphere and lithosphere. Exchanges involving services or human choices are to be measured in different metrics. This combination provides a more inclusive and objective sustainability assessment, especially compared to standard energy-or carbon-based indicators. Future applications of this approach in different situations are required to clarify the potential of exergy-based indicators in a sustainability context.
Introduction
Renewable energy projects form an essential part to confront growing climate and energy supply concerns, but these projects have important environmental impacts. Environmental impacts are commonly assessed by one-dimensional indicators such as CO 2 -reductions or energy-based indicators. For instance on a European level, sustainability guidelines are imposed through the directive 2009/28/EC and the related COM/2010/11 providing guidelines for climate impact assessment for various renewable energy pathways based on CO 2 -emissions and CO 2 -equivalents only. More inclusive assessments of bioenergy production can be based on Life Cycle Analysis (LCA), such as the Ecoindicator 99 (Goedkoop et al., 1999) which gathers impacts in three large domains of damage: damage to mineral and fossil resources, damage to ecosystem quality and damage to human health. Zah et al. (2007) further aggregate the different damage domains and subdomains to one indicator.
However, current evolutions in the technological developments for the production of bioenergy and biobased materials pose three challenges for these environmental assessment methods. First, technological developments in the production of bioenergy and biobased materials use multiple biomass provision pathways, combined with a growing variety of transformation processes and alternative uses of end-products. New combustion projects not only focus on clean sawdust or wood particles, but also on polluted streams or mixed agricultural waste flows (Junginger et al., 2008; Nzihou and Stanmore, 2013) . Fermentation projects combine various flows of biomass, such as roadside clippings, municipal waste and industrial by-products (Pick et al., 2012; Weiland et al., 2009 ). These projects produce energy flows such as heat and electricity, but increasingly produce other outputs as well, such as fertilisers, liquefied biogas, purified CO 2 or animal fodder (Van Dael et al., 2013) . Increasing interest in integrated biorefineries amplifies these trends of diversification and higher complexity (Bozell, 2008; Fatih Demirbas, 2009; Warner et al., 2004) . As a result, sustainability assessment methods are not equipped to take into account all relevant impacts with these intertwined complex production pathways. Secondly, energy-based methods face fundamental difficulties when biobased materials are produced simultaneously with bioenergy. And finally, there is a growing need to include aspects beyond climate change in sustainability assessments (Evans et al., 2009) . Particularly carbon and CO 2 -centred methods are limited to describe the integration of agriculture in the project life cycle. Agricultural practise impacts environmental aspects such as nitrate and phosphate Environmental Impact Assessment Review 45 (2014) [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] use, water use, soil fertility, and erosion and it depends on numerous ecosystem services. LCA-based approaches are already more inclusive, but result in disparate indicators for impacts on eutrophication, GHG emissions, human health, biodiversity, etc. The aggregation of these indicators can be done mathematically or by weighing (Daniel et al., 2004; Zah et al., 2009) . But generalisation or comparison of these aggregations is hard, as these approaches often are very context-specific (Soares et al., 2006) . And aggregation within a standard LCA is a complex and controversial issue (Benetto et al., 2007) .
Indicators based on exergy can remediate some of these shortcomings. Exergy is being applied as a useful metric in environmental impact assessments (Banerjee and Tierney, 2011; Chen et al., 2009; Hau and Bakshi, 2003; Hepbasli, 2008; Kirova-Yordanova, 2010; Yi et al., 2004) . It can account for materials and energy flows alike and can be used for the analysis of complex production pathways (Apaiah et al., 2006; Bakshi, 2000; Huang et al., 2007; Zhang and Chen, 2010) . However, the integration of exergy-based environmental impact measures is not straightforward, due to both technical limitations and theoretical limitations. Various different applications of exergy exist, but not all are appropriate within the framework of a sustainability assessment. This paper gathers different solutions for exergy-based indicators proposed in literature and evaluates the possible inclusion in a sustainability assessment for bioenergy projects. The resulting approach is illustrated in a short case study.
Bioenergy, being a broad term, is defined here as the production of electricity or heat as a result of a physical transformation of biological material. Transformations can be based on combustion, gasification, pyrolysis, or digestion for instance. The methods and indicators discussed are suitable to more complex technological processes with multiple outputs, such as hybrid processes, biorefineries or the production of biobased materials with energy as a by-product. Our research highlights the advantages and limitations of exergy-based measures in this respect. Section 2 defines exergy, describes advantages, and reviews divergent practices. Section 3 determines limitations for the application of exergy-based measures to assess environmental impacts. Section 4 presents all required aspects for an inclusive sustainability assessment and solutions to integrate exergy-based measures in the total assessment. Section 5 illustrates the methodology depending on different choices with a short case study. Section 6 concludes.
Exergy-based indicators within a life cycle context
Exergy or 'available energy' has been defined as "the maximum amount of useful work that can be obtained from [a] system or resource when it is brought to equilibrium with the surroundings through reversible processes in which the system is allowed to interact only with the environment" (Dewulf et al., 2008) . Three points should be highlighted. First, whereas the term "energy" counts all energy flows regardless of their working potential, exergy only considers the highly qualitative, useful part of energy (Dincer, 2002) . Second, exergy, contrary to energy, is not preserved. The exergy content of a flow changes when energy forms are transformed from one into another. Because these transformations always cause exergy destruction, the amount of exergy destruction in a process is also a measure of efficiency. Third, energy forms are interpreted thermodynamically and include all possible forms such as chemical, mechanical, thermal, electrical or potential energy. This means that exergy equally accounts for materials, movements, currents or heat and the transformations between them. Especially the inclusion of all chemical substances is interesting.
Objective valuation of energy and materials
The standard method to utilise exergy within a life cycle context is the calculation of the Cumulative Exergy Content (CEC) (Szargut et al., 1988) . The CEC accounts for the cumulative quantity of exergy used during the life cycle of a product. Its applicability is very broad because it includes exergy streams not only from energy flows, but also for material inputs for the process, such as fuels, minerals or gases. This approach forms the basis of all further exergy calculations in a life cycle context Szargut, 2005) and has been widely applied in numerous domains (Sciubba and Wall, 2007) . The Cumulative Exergy Extraction from the Natural Environment (CEENE) further extends the CEC to include organic resources extracted from ecosystems as well (Dewulf et al., 2007) .
The generalised thermodynamical basis for the determination of the exergy values, ensures that different exergy results can be directly added and compared. For instance, comparing the intrinsic exergy content of wood particles and exergy in heat generated by wood burning, shows that combustion destroys a large part of the initial value of the wood.
As Gasparatos et al. (2008) note, one apparent disadvantage is that a reference framework is needed for every exergy calculation. In practise, the first development of CEC provided a detailed and generally applicable reference system that remains the practical baseline for all exergy calculations based on CEC (Szargut, 2005) . The framework determines the exergy value of a particular chemical compound compared to the standard chemical composition of the earth's bio-and lithosphere. Over time, this system has been updated . It is a fixed environment independent of technical or operational assumptions. Contrary to comparisons of energy-based results, this exergy reference does not presuppose technical processes for energy transformation nor pathways of fuels production to which the process under investigation is compared, making calculations and comparison of results much more objective and robust.
Solar irradiation to approximate ecosystem contributions
For biobased processes, sunshine is essential in the biomass provision pathway. Hybrid biobased processes combine inputs of solar and fossil origin. A precise view on the balance between these two sources is crucial during the analysis of the sustainability of the process. For the purpose of sustainability assessments, some practitioners chose to partly omit the direct contribution of solar exergy for the biological organisms (Bastianoni et al., 2005) , while others opt to totally omit the solar contributions (Hoang and Alauddin, 2011; Hoang and Rao, 2010; Illge et al., 2008; Van Passel et al., 2009 ). There are two approaches possible to include solar irradiation. A first approach is to include sunshine only indirectly, as represented by the biomass provided by the ecosystem to the industrial process (Sewalt et al., 2001) . A more inclusive approach includes all solar irradiation directly, such as embedded in the CEENE methodology (Dewulf et al., 2007) . This choice counts the total amount of solar exergy that was needed to produce the biomass, and extends thereby the horizon of the production chain to include the activity of the ecosystem that produces the biomass.
This extension opens the possibility to further broaden the horizon of the environmental impact analysis to the absorption of emitted pollutants by ecosystems. Three options are present in literature. Firstly, some projects account for the impact of pollution of ecosystems by counting the exergy content of the released pollutant itself (Gasparatos et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2007; Zhang and Chen, 2010) . The exergy content of a pollutant is a measure of the thermodynamic work the pollutant can perform, and thus an approximate measure of the damage the pollutant can create when released in the biosphere. This approach is used for macro-economic assessments, but it is not very precise. A second approach is to include the activity of the ecosystem to absorb pollution, and is proposed by Dewulf and Van Langenhove (2002a) . This method links exergy valuation of ecosystems with the 'Ecological Damage Effects' (EDE), a standardised environmental impact measure from LCA (Goedkoop et al., 1999) . As such it provides a practical weight to aggregate pollution impacts from an LCA proportionally to the sunshine needed for the ecosystem to restore itself. Thirdly, when impact data from LCA are not available, it remains possible to calculate directly the solar irradiation necessary for the ecosystem to function. In case of sequestration, the pollutant is one of the input resources of the ecosystem, with a corresponding exergy cost. This approach is used in this article to estimate the exergy demand of carbon sequestration.
Annex A gathers an overview of articles that evaluate the production of bioenergy or biobased materials within a life cycle context. An overview of the applied methods is equally provided. It is remarkable that a majority of articles restrict the analysis of environmental impacts to the inclusion of renewable resources.
Valuation of living organisms
An advanced extension of the exergy theory concerns valuations of living organisms. This extension is proposed by Jørgensen (2002) as Eco-Exergy (EE). Standard exergy theory describes the exergy content of biological organisms as the chemical exergy of the dead matter that organisms contain. EE values the chemical content of living organisms together with their information content. The living organisms contain exergy not only through their chemical composition, but also through the information contained in its structure and form, more specifically expressed by the structure of its DNA. Based on the physical law of Boltzmann linking information theory and thermodynamics, EE combines both aspects (Jørgensen, 2007) . The exergetic value of the information contained in living organisms often surpasses the chemical exergy content with several orders of magnitude (Fonseca et al., 2000) . This approach has been elaborated as an indicator for ecosystems evolution and health (Jorgensen and Svirezhev, 2004; . The detailed EE approach is promising and might uncover missing links in current exergy LCA, such as ecosystem costs and contributions due to decreasing biodiversity. The current results are effectively applied as indicators for impacts on living organisms and their organisation (Jørgensen, 2006) . This shows that this measure can be a useful indicator alongside other indicators of biodiversity and related environmental impact (Gontier et al., 2006) . Currently it is not recommendable to combine EE with other exergy-based measures in calculations. The principle link between information theory and entropy has been criticised and remains debated (Corning and Kline, 1998a,b; Kline, 1999) . The direct inclusion of EE in cumulative exergy analysis is not warranted because it departs from the pure thermodynamical measure, and the information measure of EE, based on essential DNA strands, is debated among biologists (Silow and Mokry, 2010) . It remains challenging to interpret these valuations of living ecosystems and organisms in relation with standard thermodynamical measurements, even if both are expressed in the same units.
Limitations of exergy-based indicators
As opposed to carbon or energy related measures, measures in exergy can extend the scope of the analysis to include energy, inorganic materials and fuels, organic matter, and even ecosystem activity related to the absorption of pollutants. This is an advantage over LCA because the environmental impacts can be aggregated over different dimensions. These advantages are unfortunately not sufficient to use exergy as a measure for all ecosystem services. Inclusion is limited to ecosystem services that concern material or energy flows. Other ecosystem services, such as noise reduction or cultural values, are immaterial, and can be objectively assessed neither with energy-, carbon-nor with exergy-based values.
Application to immaterial resources
The application of exergy terms to immaterial resources, such as temperature regulation, information exchange or cultural services, is similar to the inclusion of eco-exergy. Exergy is a fundamental thermodynamic measure for physical entities and exchanges, and is thus applicable to all material and energy flows. Immaterial resources have found parallel expressions in exergy, but as these measures depart from the thermodynamic basis, their inclusion is problematic. For instance, there are various attempts to express the two primordial economic resources, labour and capital, in terms of exergy (Sciubba, 2001 (Sciubba, , 2011 Ukidwe, 2005) , but these approaches do not provide correct valuations in the context of a sustainability assessment as labour and capital values are immaterial and constituted of information.
Loss of information after aggregation
During the sustainability assessment, all inputs can be added up to one quantity measured in exergy. This total input is often the basis for efficiency measurements and scenario comparison. Whether the solar exergy is accounted for directly or indirectly, there is one consequence that requires a second indication. The inclusion of solar irradiation generates exergy flows that can be both renewable and non-renewable. The exergy value for both is the same, while the sustainability performance is different (Stougie and Van der Kooi, 2011) . Methods that define sustainability on an exergy-basis only, differ in calculation principles, but they all include a clear distinction of exergy inputs between renewable and non-renewable sources (Dewulf et al., 2000; Lems et al., 2003; Sewalt et al., 2001) . The renewable fraction of input (RF) is an important indicator for the sustainability of the process, because this information gets lost when the total exergy input is determined by adding all resources and impacts together. A correct interpretation needs to review both the total input and the renewable fraction in conjunction.
Exergy as an ecocentric valuation
Exergy measurements might be possible, but not appropriate for every type of productive resource. The use of exergy analysis is limited by the implicit value-assignation, as the choice for a biophysical metric is at the same time a value decision. A biophysical metric -and cumulative exergy content in particular -determines an ecocentric value for each flow (Gasparatos et al., 2008) . Contrary to anthropocentric tools such as monetary or composite metrics, the biophysical metric is in principle more objective. It attributes a value to a product according to the exergy used up or 'invested' in the product during its production. This type of value is a 'cost of production' value, and is not applicable to all types of flows from an economic point of view. The alternative economic value assignment is based on utility. Utility incorporates the desirability of the product for a consumer and is as such independent of the cost and investments necessary to build the product. This alternative disregards the cost of production and determines the value on human behaviour based on choice and preferences.
Moreover, the energy cost of production theory has been shown to be inconsistent with market prices (Ayres, 2004) . The theory is not applicable as a general economic theory because values determined by the energy cost of production rarely match values of the produced output. This is exactly because value determinations are governed not only by production costs alone but also by human preferences for goods or services, whenever interactions between humans are involved. An exergy cost of production, looks at flows and services from an ecocentric view, and is not influenced by human preferences for value determination (Raugei, 2011) . Hence, this approach is not directly suitable for exchanges within the economy or with society, such as capital or labour. The situation is different for exchanges with ecosystems. There are no choices, decision or markets in an economic sense in the natural environment (Ayres, 2004) , and thus no expression of preferences in order to determine different exchange values. For exchanges with ecosystems, the exergy cost is an appropriate and more objective measure (Valero, 2006) . For other exchanges, involving human preferences and choices, other solutions have to be found.
Output valuation
The economic interpretation of exergy values has effects not only on the valuation of process inputs, but also on the valuation of the outputs. In most research projects using exergy analysis, the output is valued in net exergy content (Apaiah et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2009; Hepbasli, 2008; Kaushik et al., 2011; Talens Peiró et al., 2010; Zhu et al., 2005) . According to the economic interpretation of exergy content, this approach views both inputs and outputs from an ecocentric point of view. It looks at the process under investigation as a matter-and energy-transforming unit within the biosphere.
The alternative is to value the output in monetary terms, which corresponds to the anthropocentric valuation of the output. This second approach acknowledges the fact that some outputs are more valuable for humans than others, and that the output ultimately achieves its value through interaction with customers. Both approaches are valid and appropriate if all outputs are materials or energy flows. The underlying premises should be taken into account during the interpretation of the results. In order to illustrate this difference, the application in the case study compares both interpretations of output.
Framework to assess sustainability of biobased products and bioenergy
Exergy accounting can value material and energy inputs in an objective way by determining their exergy cost of production. Ecosystem activity to absorb pollutants or to provide organic matter can also be quantified similarly. And exergy is not suitable for the valuation of immaterial exchanges, information, or exchanges that are determined by human interactions and preferences. Inclusive sustainability assessments should incorporate many different aspects, and should provide solutions to aggregate impacts measured in exergy with other impacts. The first section of this chapter builds a framework, allowing all relevant aspects and impacts to be categorised and measured. The second section looks at existing composite indicators with exergy, and determines options for aggregation in this case.
Impact structure for an inclusive sustainability assessment
In a first step, impacts are structured according to (i) the nature of the exchange, and (ii) the origin or destination of the exchange. Berkes and Folke (1994) distinguish three kinds of exchanges between an economic process and ecosystems: non-renewable resources extracted from ecosystems, renewable resources produced and maintained by ecosystems, and environmental services. Distinctions in our framework are then detailed as follows:
-Non-renewable resources: these are resources that are not regenerated during the period of the project under investigation. In this case, the assessment looks at the influence of an economic process during its lifetime (e.g. 25 to 30 years). Non-renewable resources include all fossil fuels and minerals, geological mineral deposits and fossil water reserves. It also includes organic matter from biological systems that take longer than the project lifetime to grow or impacts on ecosystems that require the ecosystems longer than the project lifetime to recover. -Renewable resources: these are resources that are actively regenerated by ecosystems or other systems (e.g. lithosphere). These include grown organic matter or geothermal heat. -Services: Services are exchanges with the process that are not based on matter or energy exchange. For interactions with ecosystems, the term ecosystem services cover a large variety of meanings and interactions (Fisher et al., 2009 ). This is a much more limited definition, as for instance the provision of rainwater to the economic process is not an ecosystem service. Rainwater is considered a material resource. Ecosystem services that remain under this restricted category are for instance pollination by bees or cultural and touristic qualities of the landscape that are used by the economic process.
Impacts are also structured according to the origin or destination of the exchange: society, the biosphere and the economy as shown in Fig. 1 . Other projects similarly distinguish flow origins in principle areas (Dewulf and Van Langenhove, 2002b; Dewulf et al., 2007; Simpson and Edwards, 2011) . This resembles the representation of the economic process according to ecological economics (Gowdy and Erickson, 2005) . In Fig. 1 , the different flows are visualised combining the distinction according to the nature of exchange and the origin. The impacts of the economic process in Table 1 present a large diversity. This diversity is often sufficient for regular sustainability assessments for biomass and bioenergy projects. CEC and CEENE can account for all exchanges of materials and energy flows to and from the economic process, including organic materials.
Damages caused by pollutants and emissions can both be material and immaterial. The material effects of pollution absorption by the biosphere can be assessed by counting the biomass loss caused by the pollution, and can be measured in exergy terms. The immaterial aspects, such as structural degradation or biodiversity reduction cannot be analysed in classical exergy metrics. It should be treated as an environmental impact assessment in an alternative metric. Also all exchanges with society, as well as all immaterial services should be accounted for in different metrics or dimensions.
Measure determination and aggregation across different dimensions
With an extended view over the production chain and the diversity of impacts accounted for, the exergy measurements do not suffice. It is remarkable that most methods for the assessment of agricultural sustainability (Acosta-Alba and Van der Werf, 2011; van der Werf et al., 2007; Van Passel and Meul, 2011) , fall within the category of composite indicators. The sustainability analysis touches upon very diverse range of aspects that cannot be aggregated without having to turn to composite metrics in the end. Exergy-based measures aggregate different forms of energy, materials, or pollution abatement on a standard physical basis, which is an important advantage. However, exergy-based measures cannot avoid the use of aggregating and weighing altogether.
Exergy-based measures are only rarely applied in combination with other indicators. The early development of the exergy cost method led to the combination of exergetic and economic costs. The resulting field of exergoeconomics or thermoeconomics has been fruitful for the design of complex energy systems and is still in evolution (Kim, 2010; Kim et al., 1998; Rosen, 2008; Tsatsaronis, 2006; Tsatsaronis and Pisa, 1994; Valero et al., 1994) . It remains for a large part focused on cost allocation, and design optimisation of energy producing plants (Abusoglu and Kanoglu, 2009 ). This approach compares exergy investments with economic costs and benefits of the process. This approach does not see economic costs as a valuation method for impacts that cannot be assessed by exergy, and as such the approach does not combine the measured impacts in two different metrics. It rather provides a ratio between efficiency in exergy terms and economic benefit. Focussing more on environmental impacts, Verdesca et al. (2006) combine exergy-based values and economic added values for the appraisal of the ecosystem contribution to the economy. Yi et al. (2004) equally derive economic-environmental ratios to evaluate the exergy-use during the life cycle of an industrial process. But strictly speaking, these applications do not combine two impacts in two different dimensions to complete an inclusive sustainability assessment.
In order to combine impacts measured in different dimensions into a single composite indicator, various methods for aggregation are available (Nardo et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2009 ). Most often, the different dimensions are combined in indicators by means of weights and ratios. These weights can be determined through an overall ideal vision of sustainability, aligned to policy decisions, or through discussion with experts and the community involved. The advantages of weighing are surely the large flexibility and capacity for adaptation to local circumstances. It creates instruments that are able to combine aspects of a very different nature into one indicator. It increases clarity for discussions, but it should be noted that these weightings often lack theoretical underpinning and can be regarded as subjective.
There are other approaches possible, based on multi-criteria analysis or efficiency measurements. The choice of aggregation method depends inherently of the practical case at hand. The next section illustrates the set-up of a combined sustainability assessment that makes use of exergy-based indicators for many of the environmental impacts, and that uses a standard economic frontier methodology to aggregate these impacts with measures in different dimensions.
Practical illustration
The illustration is based on a large industrial greenhouse for the production of bell peppers in Belgium. This industrial production process combines a technical process, regulating the heat and internal atmosphere in the greenhouses, and a biological process of bell pepper production. The production depends on multiple contributions from the sun, from surrounding ecosystems, from the lithosphere and from the economy. Currently, the greenhouses are heated by a group of cogeneration units. Exhaust fumes from the cogenerations are cleansed and injected in the greenhouse to increase the air's CO 2 -content.
Scenarios and methodology construction
Five scenarios for alternative heating techniques are investigated: a traditional gas-fired boiler, a new cogeneration park, geothermal heat supplemented with a heat pump, geothermal heat supplemented with a small cogeneration unit, and a cogeneration unit fired with biodiesel from rapeseed. Every scenario has been evaluated with three different concentrations of CO 2 in the greenhouse air: without CO 2 -injection; with 1.000 ppm CO 2 and with a maximum content of 1.500 ppm CO 2 . Production of bellpeppers yields about 170 ton/ha with atmospheric air composition in the greenhouse. An increase to 1.000 ppm CO 2 improves the production to about 227 ton/ha and an increase to 1.500 ppm CO 2 can lift the production to 300 ton/ha (Bencze et al., 2011; Rezende et al., 2003; Tremblay and Gosselin, 1998) . The type of heating installation determines the availability of the CO 2 for the greenhouse. The greenhouse air composition determines the growth performance, but equally the use of chemicals, fertiliser needs, and the use of ecosystem resources, labour needs and capital. The summary of all elements taken into account for the sustainability analysis is illustrated in Fig. 2 From & to Fig. 1 . An overview of inputs for the economic process shows the potential broad application of exergy as a metric for environmental impacts.
Table 1
The results indicate significant differences between the ecocentric and anthropocentric views. An inclusive sustainability assessment methodology for this situation can partly be based on exergy-indicators. The sum of impacts accounted for in exergy covers all renewable and non-renewable inputs. The remaining aspects, services exchanged with society and land use, are divided in three components: land use, labour and capital. The total of four categories is aggregated with frontier analysis.
Standard frontier methods, such as data envelopment analysis (DEA) or stochastic frontier analysis (SF) are readily being applied to combine measurements into one single indicator (Nardo et al., 2005) . Standard production frontier analysis determines the processes within a group that use all resources most efficiently. These maximally efficient processes constitute together the efficiency frontier. The processes on the frontier utilise all resources combined as efficiently as possible. Other processes are enclosed by the frontier and perform less efficiently. The further the process is located from the frontier, the less efficient it is. This defines an overall economic efficiency θ for each process. A process that is on the efficiency frontier has θ equal to 100%. Hoang and Rao (2010) combine this approach with a minimisation of the Cumulative Exergy Content of the productive inputs. After determination of the overall economic efficiency θ for each process k, Hoang and Rao (2010) determine the particular process on the frontier that has the minimal cumulative exergy input per unit output. The most sustainable production process thus achieves a maximally efficient resource use on the frontier and at the same time a minimal CEC per unit output. This leads to the additional definition of the allocative efficiency (AE) of each process. This AE describes the reduction in CEC input use that the process can obtain by moving along the efficiency frontier. This movement represents not an overall efficiency gain, but a modification in the allocation between the different input resources while keeping the overall production efficiency the same. The combination of θ resulting from standard economic efficiency analysis and AE resulting from CEC minimisation determines the most sustainable process. The formulas for the determination of both variables are given in annex C. Fig. 3 summarizes the resulting indicator framework in an 'information pyramid' adapted from Hammond et al. (1995) . Quantification starts from the primary data. These are transformed and aggregated into analysed data. The renewable fraction of the exergy input, denoted by indicator RF, remains essential for the description of sustainability of the process, as it contains information that is not available in the final index. This set-up summarizes the use of exergy-based measures of environmental impacts in a sustainability assessment. This approach is able to include multiple environmental impacts in the same objective units, and combines it with aspects that cannot be assessed in any biophysical measure. In principle, it gives a much more holistic result than energy-related sustainability measures for bioenergy projects.
Most ecosystem resources and related ecosystem adaptations can be quantified through the CEENE approach. clarification, the sequestration of emitted CO 2 and the production of oxygen. Some industrial processes sequester carbon, and the related exergy costs have been calculated. Valero and Botero (2002) report exergy abatement costs for emissions from electricity plants ranging between 1.27 and 2.04 MJ/kg CO 2 . These exclude the disposal of the liquefied gas. Dewulf and Van Langenhove (2002a) report an abatement cost of 5.86 MJ/kg, for a similar process, including underground storage of the emissions. These are abatement technologies in industrial applications based on non-renewable exergy inputs. For an abatement cost based on renewable exergy inputs, estimation is made for the abatement cost of CO 2 through forest growth in Appendix B. This estimation is very rudimentary and primarily shows that further research is required to detail this aspect in exergy-based life cycles.
Results
To illustrate the divergence in the use of exergy-based indicators, the results based on calculations with various assumptions are compared. The renewable fraction (RF) of all input resources is calculated by adding all sunlight used in the production of renewable resources, for the activity of forests to sequester emitted CO 2 and to produce oxygen, and for the sunlight captured by the greenhouses and the bell pepper plants. The calculations of abatement costs for CO 2 are presented in Appendix B. Table 1 gathers the list of investigated scenarios and their results. The calculation is performed twice, once for the output valued in exergy terms (the ecocentric approach), and once for the output valued in monetary terms (the anthropocentric approach). There is a large difference between these two valuation principles. Table 2 shows different prices per GJ actual exergy content of different substances drawn from the case study. A monetary valuation of the outputs establishes a much higher value for heat flows than for electricity for instance. Also the production of fertilisers is much more valuable to society than the exergy content would attribute to it. The distinction between these two approaches becomes increasingly important as innovative renewable energy and biomass projects often produce fertiliser replacements and livestock fodder, in addition to traditional outputs such as electricity or heat. Especially these biobased by-products present significant valuation differences. It is therefore all the more important to denote clearly the choice made when evaluating innovative bioenergy projects.
With an ecocentric output valuation, the scenarios producing both bellpeppers and electricity show the best results. In exergy terms, electricity is valued much higher than bell peppers. The most sustainable scenario is in this case scenario 4, with a large cogeneration based on natural gas and CO 2 -sequestration in sustainably managed forests. It is surprising that scenario 13, with a cogeneration of equal size fuelled with biodiesel, is less sustainable. The case-study is based on a particular pathway, an inefficient rapeseed biodiesel production, requiring large land surfaces and large quantities of sunlight.
Using anthropocentric output valuation, the outputs are valued based on market prices. This reflects closer the value of the outputs in society, contrary to their value in the biosphere when valued in exergy, and it leads to entirely different results. In this case the scenarios based on geothermal heat are preferred. The other scenarios have a large disadvantage and do not obtain sustainability indicators higher than 35%. Again the inefficient biodiesel provision pathway puts the overall performance of the biomass scenarios lower than the cogeneration based on natural gas.
Conclusions
Sustainability assessments based on carbon or energy accounting, face difficulties to assess complex and innovative productions of bioenergy and biobased materials. These projects show a growing complexity and produce regularly material flows simultaneous with energy flows. Moreover, a large variety of environmental impacts can be observed. Energy and CO 2 -centred methods are limited to take into account all relevant aspects.
Because of its thermodynamic basis, exergy can be more appropriate to measure various aspects. An increasing use of exergy indicators to analyse bioenergy and biomass projects can be observed in literature. The major advantage is that the calculation methods are capable of estimating various environmental impacts on the same basis. Moreover, the solar irradiation, used by the ecosystem to provide the ecosystem resources, can equally be integrated in this manner. The wide range of applications of exergy measures for environmental impact assessment and sustainability analysis demonstrates the usefulness and potential of this approach. There is some degree of standardisation in exergy measurement. Publications mainly use the same calculation principles and reference frameworks, which reinforces the general acceptation of these calculations. But practical applications show divergent uses of exergy indicators.
At the moment, there is no generally accepted framework that distinguishes the impacts that can be valued in exergy terms. There are diverging views on the inclusion of labour, capital, sunlight or living organisms. However looking at the economic interpretation of exergy valuation (Gasparatos et al., 2008) , it can be principally derived that any aspect that is determined by human preference or choice should be excluded. From a thermodynamic point of view, exergy is not the optimal choice either to deal with immaterial exchanges. It is advisable to restrict the use of exergy-based measures to the material and energy exchanges with the sun, the biosphere and lithosphere. This practical restriction implies that the other aspects need to be accounted for with other measurement methods in other dimensions. An inclusive sustainability assessment will need to combine these different measurement and will be based on aggregation of indicators of different dimensions. Exergy can reduce the combination of different dimensions drastically by counting all different exchanges on the same basis. But a complete reduction into a single measure cannot be realised.
Unfortunately, very few examples exist where exergy-based measures are combined with measurements in different metrics to form a composite sustainability indicator. Aggregation provides most benefit if the ecocentric interpretation of exergy is respected. Other calculations provide the impacts valued from an anthropocentric point of view. Within an aggregated indicator set, both of these perspectives can be respected and the results present a more inclusive and sound analysis of the sustainability of renewable energy and biomass projects, especially compared to standard energy-or carbon-based indicators.
Different options remain for the construction of an aggregated indicators set. The valuation of the output can be decided according to the situation. Most projects that develop exergy-based indicators value the output equally in exergy. But this implicitly assumes that value is defined ecocentrically and it strongly influences the results of the sustainability assessment. From a social perspective, it is recommended to value outputs in monetary terms. These represent the anthropocentric value much closer. These results favour biobased materials over bioelectricity for instance, where an ecocentric interpretations yields the opposite result. Fundamentally, both valuation methods are valid, but the choice of perspective should be considered during the interpretation of the results. There are many facets of this approach that can benefit from further research. The actual cost of CO 2 -sequestration by renewable sources remains an important question. But also the determination of more precise and differentiated ecosystem exergy contents, depending on biological characteristics of the ecosystem, can provide valuable additions. At present, the integration of exergy accounting in aggregated sustainability assessments is relatively rare. Future applications of this approach in different situations are required to clarify precisely the potential of exergy-based indicators in a sustainability context. Table 3 gives an overview of papers investigating the production of bioenergy and biobased materials from a life cycle perspective with exergy-based indicators. The following different methodologies are used in the papers:
CEC The standard method to utilise exergy within a life cycle context is the calculation of the Cumulative Exergy Content (CEC) (Szargut et al., 1988) . The CEC accounts for the cumulative quantity of exergy being destroyed or used during the life cycle of a product. The CEC can account for mineral resources and fossil inputs in production processes.
CEENE The Cumulative Exergy Extraction from the Natural Environment (CEENE) further extends the CEC to include also resources extracted from renewable sources and ecosystems (Dewulf et al., 2007) . CEENE includes renewable matter by first counting the total solar exergy on the land that was needed to produce the resource. Then 2% of this total irradiation is included in the total exergy accumulation of the product. This percentage represents the maximum metabolic efficiency of the natural organisms. Algae have shown to transform solar exergy into biomass with an efficiency of about 2%. Higher efficiencies are only reported for species in ideal labconditions or engineered organisms (Melis, 2009; Zhu et al., 2008) . As such CEENE values the biomass production as if the natural environment produced biomass with maximum efficiency. If the actual ecosystem produces the renewable resources less efficiently, the ecosystem will require more land and more solar irradiation, and this will have a corresponding impact on the overall result. EEA Extended exergy accounting (EEA) is based on CEC and includes two factors representing the needs for capital and labour (Sciubba, 2001) . Both are defined on a macroeconomic basis and form a ratio between labour or capital and the exergy needed to provide this service (Sciubba, 2011) . These extensions express all productive factors that are usually regarded in economic analysis in exergetic terms. EEA shows then an exergetic parallel view of the economic analysis. ECEC Even with all the different extensions and evolutions of exergy theory, one point of concern remains the correct inclusion of the work of ecosystems in the overall lifecycle of a product. CEENE has made a step to integrate renewable resources, but other ecosystem services are still hard to account for. Ecological Cumulative Exergy Consumption (ECEC) proposes to make a link between exergy analysis and the knowledge of ecological processes gained through Emergy analysis (Hau and Bakshi, 2003) . Emergy is a different physical metric, and is defined as "the availability of energy of one kind that is used up in transformations directly and indirectly Table 3 Papers investigating the production of bioenergy and biobased production from a life cycle perspective with exergy-based indicators. 
Anaerobic digestion for heat and electricity production CEENE Cradle-to-gate analysis including environmental effects and sunlight Neupane et al. (2013) Wood-derived ethanol ECEC Taelman et al.
Algae for aquaculture feedstock CEENE Includes scenarios for increased efficiency to make a product or service" (Odum et al., 2000) . Emergy analysis traces back solar energy expenditure during the entire life cycle of the object under investigation, and includes essential contributions from ecosystems and the earth's crust (Odum, 1996) . It has been applied to estimate the energy density of renewable fuels, wind, rain, volcanic heat, waves and tidal energy to name but a few (Brown and Bardi, 2001; Odum, 1996) . However, the theory has also been extended to evaluate the value of money or human labour. This and other aspects of Emergy analysis have been controversial and did limit the integration of Emergy analysis in other domains .
The ECEC approach makes use of the transformaties in Emergy analysis in a CEC calculation and avoids thus more controversial parts of Emergy literature such as the link with money or the Maximal Empower principle. But Emergy analysis has been evaluated not to be consistent with the second law of thermodynamics, especially when accounting for heat transfer (Sciubba, 2010) . Whereas direct integration of emergy results in exergy calculations is often proposed (Bastianoni et al., 2007; Hau and Bakshi, 2003) , this difference in approach makes this integration untenable. But even when the integration in an exergy-based analysis should be done cautiously, this does not reduce the merit of Emergy analysis as such (Jorgensen and Svirezhev, 2004; Sciubba, 2010) .
Appendix B
Natural processes sequester CO 2 by building up natural carbon reserves. The energy needed for the sequestration of CO 2 could be estimated. A crude estimation of this exergy cost per unit CO 2 can be done based on the chemical equation for organic matter (Jorgensen and Svirezhev, 2004) .
3:500CO 2 þ 2:700H 2 O þ 600HNO 3 ↔C 3:500 H 6:000 O 3000 N 600 þ 4:250O 2
Detailed long term measurements of inputs and outputs of forests yielded indications for all flows in this equation. The sequestration is fuelled by solar exergy. But most of this exergy is used up for the evaporation of water. An overview of the inputs and outputs of forest area are given in Table 4 . These flows are based on measurements reported by Berbigier et al. (2001) .
The total amount of exergy in the inputs is attributed to the outputs pro rata of their intrinsic exergy content. This defines the total exergy cost for every output separately (Valero et al., 1986) . The exergy cost for sequestering CO 2 with the biological process in a natural forest is estimated at about 100 MJ/kg CO 2 . When comparing this solar exergy to fossil exergy costs, only 2% is accounted for, which gives an equivalent of roughly 2 MJ/kg CO 2 in fossil terms. This is comparable to the sequestration costs reported with industrial processes. Another input of the economic process is oxygen. The production cost of oxygen turns out to be about 1.1 MJ/kg. This is a "cumulative exergy cost" of oxygen that is approximately nine times the net exergy content of oxygen as defined by the CEC method.
Appendix C
The production efficiency analysis chosen in this case is the Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA). The DEA is defined for K firms, each producing a vector y of M outputs, y∈R + M requiring an input vector x of N inputs, x∈R + N . For the kth firm, 1 ≤ k ≤ K, the output and input vectors are defined as: The total output and input matrices are defined as:
For each firm a minimal scalar θ k is derived that satisfies:
This definition is the envelopment form of DEA, as outlined by Coelli et al. (2005) . This algorithm seeks the minimal linearly reduced input for firm k that can produce the same output as firm k. ; 1 ≤ k ≤ K is the total cumulative exergy input of firm k.
The optimal sustainable firm j is defined as:
-Firm j is on the efficiency frontier, θ j = 1; -∀k; 1≤k ≤K and k≠ j; The sustainable efficiency (SE) for firm k is thus:
Here, θ k is the production efficiency derived from the DEA analysis for firm k. AE is the Allocative Efficiency, it describes the distance of the efficient firm on the DEA frontier to the optimal sustainable firm j. Contrary to θ k , the transition along the frontier to firm j requires substitutions between input resources to achieve the optimal sustainable situation. The allocative efficiency AE describes thus the potential efficiency increase by modifying the allocation of inputs.
